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Portfolio management is a practice of managing organization’s projects in a struc-
tured manner. The goal is to produce maximum value by selecting executed projects,
realizing the maximum amount of business value. Portfolio management is also one
of the most important tools to execute company strategy by focusing on development
efforts and as such an important tool for management. Agile project management
and development practices have become very common in the last decade, so portfo-
lio management should also be compatible with modern agile development methods
when applied.
In this thesis, a literature review is made to understand the current research of port-
folio management, agile development methods, and combining those two subjects.
A goal is to understand how portfolio management process should be defined to be
compatible with projects using agile development methods, and if agile methods can
be applied in the process as well.
A new customized portfolio management framework is designed and implemented
based on the literature review for Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company’s invest-
ment organization to be used to manage in house development projects. Thesis will
follow up if the framework is able to improve organization’s portfolio management
practices.
The designed framework was considered as an improvement and was designed to
support use of agile development methods.
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Portfolion hallinta tarkoittaa organisaation projektien hallinnointia järjestelmäl-
lisellä tavalla. Tarkoituksena on luoda mahdollisimman paljon liiketoiminta-arvoa
valitsemalla parhaiten arvoa tuottavat ja yhtiön strategiaan sopivat projektit, sekä
hallinnoida näitä tehokkaasti. Kehityspanostusten ohjaaminen portfolion hallinnan
kautta on tapa toteuttaa yhtiön strategiaa ja täten tärkeä työkalu johdolle. Ket-
terät kehitysmenetelmät ovat yleistyneet viime vuosikymmenellä, joten portfolion
hallinnan prosessin tulee myös olla yhteensopiva näiden kanssa niitä sovellettaessa.
Tässä työssä tehdään katsaus nykyiseen portfolion hallintaa, ketteriä menetelmiä ja
ketterää portfolion hallintaa käsittelevään kirjallisuuteen ja tutkimukseen. Tavoit-
teena ymmärtää miten portfolion hallintaprosessi tulee toteuttaa, jotta se toimii
projektitasolla sovellettavien ketterien kehitysmenetelmien kanssa, sekä tutkia miten
ketterän kehityksen periaatteita voidaan soveltaa itse prosessiin. Löydöksien perus-
teella työssä suunnitellaan ja kuvataan Työeläkeyhtiö Elon sijoitusorganisaatiolle
luotu portfolion hallinnan malli.
Diplomityö seuraa uuden portfolion hallinnan mallin käyttöönottoa Elolla neljän
kuukauden ajan ja seuraa millaisia vaikutuksia sen käyttöönotolla on organisaation
sisäiseen kehitystyöhön. Toteutuksen toimivuutta, hyötyjä ja haasteita arvioidaan
kvalitatiivisia mittareita, kuten palautetta hyödyntäen.
Luodun mallin avulla pystyttiin parantamaan Elon sijoitusorganisaation portfo-
lion hallintaa ja aiheuttaman kehitystyöhön positiivisia vaikutuksia. Kirjallisuud-
esta onnistuttiin tunnistamaan olennaisia ratkaistavia ongelmia portfolion hallinnan
ja ketterän kehityksen yhdistämiseksi, jotka otettiin huomioon prosessien suunnit-
telussa.
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PREFACE
I started working in Elo mutual insurance pension fund in autumn 2018. I did know
that Elo had some ambitions towards developing ways of working, but I had no
idea how large part of my daily work this subject would eventually form. A project
to design a new development framework was started before I even began my Elo
career, but eventually, I was appointed to be a project manager for this project
during October. This master’s thesis is done as a part of this project.
Before I was involved with this project, I was a bit familiar with agile development
methods as I have a background from software development. In retrospect, my
knowledge was quite shallow. During the project, I learned a huge amount about
agile development methods and general project portfolio management.
I would like to thank everyone who participated in the project. Teemu Eskelinen,
Nina Nieminen, Saku Sairanen, Kati Saarni, and Kati Reinikainen. Also, thanks to
Jarno Vähäniitty and Pasi Rupponen, who both provided valuable insight into agile
methods during the project.
Ville-Valtteri Jäävalli
Helsinki, November 2019
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11. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will describe the background for this thesis. The scope, research ques-
tions and goals for this study are introduced.
1.1 Background and motivation
On Autumn 2018, the management of Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company’s
investment organization had identified they had issues of controlling ongoing de-
velopment activities. A project was started to resolve these issues. The goal of
the project was to create a framework to manage development activities across in-
vestment organization. This was expected to improve the ability to be adaptive
and efficient. These capabilities are generally identified as crucial factors for an
enterprise to survive[1].
Before the project was started, it had been identified that there were some issues in
communication between different teams and working units. Prioritization of devel-
opment activities was not clear, and visibility to resource utilization was limited. An
old formal framework to manage project portfolio existed, but it was experienced as
too burdensome on bureaucracy as it was focused on large scale projects including
external consultants and operated on the scope of the whole organization. It was
considered not suitable for managing lighter in house development work inside invest-
ment organization. As a result, many development activities were pushed forward
within different teams without any management framework, and information was
not shared properly. Different groups often ended up competing shared resources as
there was no common understanding about priorities, which caused confusion and
challenges to focus resources towards development activities generating the largest
amount of business value.
Agile development methods were not commonly used, but a small team of analysts
had been experimenting with agile development during an internal software develop-
ment project and had promising results. Based on their experiences and the vision
of the management, it was decided that the portfolio management framework should
be compatible with an agile way of working. A team was assembled to design and
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implement processes needed to form a complete portfolio management framework to
manage internal development activities and to resolve identified issues. This study
is made as a part of the project.
A large amount of literature and research about portfolio management is available,
but in general, the focus is on the new product development. The subject of agile
development is also researched but generally in the context of software development.
There is also some research about combining these two subjects, which is referred
to as agile portfolio management in the literature, but once again generally in the
context of software development and only limited amount of empirical evidence can
be found[2]. Even though software development projects are also relevant in the
context of Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company’s investment organization, the
majority of development activities are related to improving operative efficiency or
increasing capabilities to do analysis work to improve quality of investment decisions.
So the challenge is to apply what can be learned from the literature in a different
context.
1.2 Scope
Even though the project included a fair share of research about how development
teams should work in practice, this is left out of the scope. The focus is to find
out how to manage development activities efficiently and support agile development
methods in the context of Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company’s investment
organization. Some project management literature is introduced to understand how
to integrate project management practices into the portfolio management process.
This study won’t address the issues of working with external parties as most devel-
opment work is done in house without or with only a limited amount of involvement
from external parties.
It should be noted that this study includes only Elo Mutual Pension Insurance
Company’s investment organization, which is only a part of the company. It involves
around 100 employees. Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company has approximately
500 employees in total as of 2019.
1.3 Goal
The first goal of this study is to find out how portfolio management should be done
in such a way that it supports agile development methods and how agile principles
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can be applied to a portfolio management process as well. This is studied as a
literature review.
A new portfolio management framework is designed and implemented based on the
literature reviewed and requirements set by the organization. This study will fol-
lowup how it is received and evaluate the impact on managing development activities
using qualitative measures such as feedback from the management and employees.
1.4 Research questions and plan
The questions this thesis aims to find answers are:
 RQ1: What adjustments to portfolio management should be made to make it
compatible with agile development methods?
 RQ2: What agile principles could be applied in context of Elo Mutual Pen-
sion Insurance Company’s investment organization to increase agility in the
portfolio management process?
 RQ2: What are the first actions that should be taken in effort to introduce
portfolio management to produce maximum business value?
Answers for the questions are searched from the literature and based on findings
after a new framework has been implemented.
1.5 Methodology
This study follows design science principles. Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberg and
Chatterjee have described following activities[3] that represent different stages of
research:
1. Problem identification and motivation
2. Define the objectives for a solution
3. Design and development
4. Demonstration
5. Evaluation
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6. Communication
Problem identification, motivation, and objectives are described on the chapter 1.
The design and development of the framework are introduced in chapter 3 based on
the research in the chapter 2. Results and evaluation are presented in the chapter 5.
1.6 Project description
The project initially started during summer 2018, but the author joined it in on
autumn. The design of the framework was done between September and December
2018. Introducing the framework to the organization was done in January 2019, and
the framework has been used since that.
The goals of the project are partly similar to the ones this thesis has. But of course,
results matter, so for the project to be considered successful, it has to be able to
improve the development portfolio management process, raise awareness about on-
going development projects, increase capabilities and introduce these new practices
properly. This includes creating a suitable customized portfolio management frame-
work, training participants, facilitating needed ceremonies, and other tasks related
to implementation.
52. LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review includes parts from the portfolio management, requirements
management, and agile development literature. The goal is to find out how portfolio
management should be practiced with the use of agile development methods and if
agile principles can be applied to the portfolio management process itself. The
literature separates program management from portfolio management, but there is
significant overlap as both addresses the issue of managing development activities[2],
so this chapter includes reviews from both areas of literature.
2.1 Portfolio management
In a context of finance portfolio management is commonly used to refer to managing
portfolios of investments, but in this study, it is used to refer to managing portfolios
of different development activities. According to Shan Rajegopal, Philip McGuin
and James Waller terminology for project portfolio management are indeed borrowed
from the investment community[4], which feels natural as both topics share some
same elements like managing risk and balancing portfolio to meet organizations
strategic goals.
A portfolio is defined by Project Management Institute as a collection of projects
or programs that are grouped together for efficient management[5]. Going forward,
Cooper defines project portfolio management as a dynamic process where all of
the company’s development and new product projects are revised, evaluated, pri-
oritized, and selected for execution. Old projects can be killed or prioritized and
resources re-allocated[6]. He also defined that the goal is to produce the maximum
amount of value for an organization, to balance between different parameters like
risk versus profit, and ensure portfolio is reflecting company strategic direction. De-
cisions about product lifecycle, development strategy and establishing partnerships,
are also part of the process[7].
In a broader context, portfolio management is seen as a part of new product
development (NPD), which is an area of management literature. It studies the
overall process of how new products should be delivered from concept to production,
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including strategic decision making, product planning processes, and commercial-
ization[8]. The term portfolio management of new products is often used in
the literature, but this thesis uses the term portfolio management to describe the
process.
As portfolio management links directly to strategy and efficient resource allocation,
it is a vital issue for any company[9]. It is a tool to maximize produced value, so
it comes with no surprise that portfolio management is viewed as a very impor-
tant task by senior management[6]. However, the portfolio management process
might not be as necessary for small organizations as it is for a large organization.
Vähäniitty studied portfolio management in agile environments and concluded that
small organizations would probably suffer from a lack of portfolio management in
certain conditions, but it might not cause problems[10]. This is because portfolio
management decisions are made anyway, regardless of the actual decision-making
process, and the amount of ongoing development activities may be simple enough
to handle without a formal process. Still, he identified portfolio management along
with a process called roadmapping as the most crucial part in connecting business
and development decision making.
A portfolio contains development activities that need to be structured in a mean-
ingful manner. The next subsections describe some concepts and processes that are
generally used to manage development activities inside a portfolio.
2.1.1 Programs
A program is a collection of related projects that are managed together because it
delivers additional value compared to just managing each project independently[5].
Projects inside programs might pursue the same strategic goal or have some other
joint outcome.
Program management has its own organizational structure and roles. Roles are
including a sponsor from senior management responsible for investment decisions
and a program manager responsible for managing a program and realizing its bene-
fits[11]. Even though there is much literature about programs as a general method to
organize development, there has been a study indicating that much of the assumed
benefits are not realizing[12]. Some reasons mentioned are managements excessive
control focus causing bureaucracy and failure to facilitate genuine co-operation be-
tween project managers.
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2.1.2 Project management
Regardless of how projects are managed on the top level, there is a need to manage
each individual project somehow. Using definitions provided by Project Manage-
ment Institute project management is a practice of applying knowledge, skills,
tools, and techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements. It
involves five stages defined in the figure 2.1.[5]
Figure 2.1 Phases in project management
Managing a project includes identifying requirements, communicating with stake-
holders, and balancing with constraints such as resources, quality, scope, schedule
budget, and risk. However, there is no way to define an ideal structure for a single
project, so in practice, many different management models are used.[5]
Understanding a company’s project management is important in order to integrate
it with portfolio management processes. Section 2.4 researches how to integrate
these processes while using agile development methods.
2.1.3 Stage-gate management model
Already in 1986, Cooper defined the stage-gate model in his book as a conceptual
and operational model for moving new product ideas to launch[13]. Each stage in-
cludes multiple predefined parallel activities, and gates are control points for decision
making. So before entering a stage decision has to be made at the gate.
Multiple variations of the stage-gate model can be found from the literature like the
classic Cooper stage-gate model[14] and Mulders PROPS model[15]. It also has a
commercialized[16] version. One of the stage-gate models described by Cooper[17]
includes stages described in the table 2.1.
Gates represent decision points between stages. Gates have inputs, which are the
results from the previous stage, criteria for making the actual decision, and outputs
that will be deliverables for the next stage. The figure 2.2 illustrates example of a
decision workflow in a gate.
The decision options at the gate are to:
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Stage Description
Preliminary In-
vestigation
A quick investigation and scoping
Detailed Investi-
gation
Creating an actual business case. Market research, financial
analysis, technical assessment etc necessary research of rele-
vant considerations. Also planning action for next steps.
Development The implementation phase. Project is executed based on
plans and research from previous step.
Testing and vali-
dation
The verification and validating the results from development.
Full produc-
tion and market
launch
Commercialization of the product.
Table 2.1 Stages in Stage-gate model
Figure 2.2 Decision diagram for stage gate
 Go: Proceed to next stage
 Kill: Project is terminated
 Hold: Project will be on hold until the decision to continue will be made.
 Recycle: Return project to previous stage,
When comparing Cooper’s stages with phases used by Project Management In-
stitute, they both share a quite similar structure, but Cooper also introduces a
structured decision-making process to control different phases.
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2.1.4 Project management office PMO
A commonly used way to organize and support projects is to have a separate project
management office (PMO), which is a business unit dedicated to improving the
practice and the results of project management[18]. According to Kendall, the role
of the PMO can be mentoring and focused on establishing processes and supporting,
or it can provide project managers as resources to various projects. So the actual
role of PMO can vary between different organizations.
According to Project Management Institute[5], responsibilities of PMO may include
the following:
 Managing shared resources
 Identifying and developing project management methodology, best practices,
and standards
 Coaching, mentoring, training, oversight
 Developing and managing policies
 Monitoring compliance
 Coordinating communication across projects
So the role of PMO is usually to help manage project portfolio and support executing
projects efficiently, but priorities and the actual assignments come from the business
management. Hodggings and Hohmann suggest that PMO is essential, especially
when dealing with related product offerings from a single business unit, which can
lead to competing for limited resources[19]. They researched PMO in an organization
that was using Scrum as a development method and concluded that adoption of agile
development methods the PMO change and be fully integrated with development
processes.
2.1.5 Relations between portfolio, programs and projects
There is an unlimited number of ways to structure development work in an organiza-
tion, and suitable structures to govern vary by organization. Program management
institute defines relationships as different layers of governance. A project is governed
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Figure 2.3 Relations in portfolio management
inside the project management process. Multiple projects are governed inside pro-
grams and programs are governed in a portfolio[5]. These relations are illustrated
in the figure 2.3.
In practice, organizations can have many variations of this structure. For example,
there can be multiple different portfolios that can be grouped inside another port-
folio, which might be viewed by top management. On the other hand, the concept
of program or even portfolio might not be used at all.
2.1.6 Approaches to project selection
There are many different quantitative and qualitative approaches that can be used
to choose projects that should be selected for development inside the portfolio. Com-
panies can make use of one or more of these approaches at the same time. Research
suggests that most successful companies are utilizing more than one approach, and
companies relying on only a single approach tend to perform poorly, so it might be
best to apply more than one method.
The most obvious and commonly used one is to evaluate projects using financial
methods like using net present value valuations or discounted cash flows. But as
managers responsible for the projects are often under pressure to explain the value
for senior management, the estimates tend to be biassed towards too optimistic num-
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bers[20]. Financial calculations also include a significant amount of uncertainty in
general because they are more or less based on assumptions or sometimes can not be
estimated at all. Cooper warns about relying too much on financial approaches, as
research suggests that companies relying primary on financial methods tend to form
poorly performing project portfolios[6]. This is in line with a case study conducted
by Kester, Hultink, Erik, and Lauche as they concluded that companies using only
quantitative measures have a challenge of missing innovation opportunities[21]. Ac-
cording to this study, a company that recognizes that projects of different levels of
innovativeness require different evaluation approaches most likely will have success
in the long run.
Another popular approach is to select projects according to business strategy. Money
is allocated to projects reflecting strategic decisions made by the management[22].
The agile portfolio management literature suggests the use of different visualizations
to identify high-value projects.[23]. A simple example is to create a graph with a
probability of success on the y-axis and value on the x-axis. Then projects can be
compared relative to each other and pick projects with the best risk versus value
ratios. The problem is that those metrics need to estimated somehow, which might
be difficult.
A one way to systematically evaluate projects is to create a scoring model that
produces numerical measures to estimate overall value. The model can include
multiple qualitative and quantitative questions. The results can then be used to
prioritize projects among each other. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
can be hard to compare attributes between each other, especially if projects vary in
the size of the scope effort significantly.[22][6]
In addition to the already mentioned methods, many more complex suggestions can
be found in the literature. For example, there are studies applying option theory for
portfolio selection[24][22]. The idea is to treat each stage of a project as an option
for future investment. Other mathematical models, such as using fuzzy triangular
numbers and fuzzy programming by Nancy M. Arratia-Martinez[25] are suggested,
but it seems there is no literature indicating those are actually used in business
environments.
2.1.7 Measuring portfolio performance
Measuring the performance of a development portfolio can be difficult to express as
quantitative metrics, but it can be done with qualitative methods by interviewing
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the management. Cooper defines six performance goals that portfolio management
should follow[22]:
 Having right number of projects in the portfolio compared to resources
 Undertaking projects on time an in a time-efficient manner
 Having high value projects in the portfolio
 Balanced portfolio. Long term risk and profits versus short term etc
 A portfolio is aligned with strategy
 Spending breakdown of portfolio mirrors the business strategy and priorities
The velocity of development work can be measured using quantitative methods if
the estimation of work has been standardized[26], but it won’t reveal if development
efforts are allocated to relevant business goals. The agile portfolio management liter-
ature seems to focus on finding metrics to measure how projects are performing and
not so much from the strategic perspective[23]. However, according to Martinsuo
and Lehtonen, portfolio management efficiency is directly linked to project manage-
ment efficiency[27]. So in order to achieve a well-performing portfolio, a company
should have efficient project management practices.
2.1.8 Common challenges
It might seem quite easy to create a rational and efficient project portfolio manage-
ment framework, but real life can be much more complex than theory. As Martinsuo
discovered, decision making is much less rational than the normative models would
suggest[28]. Situations are different, so portfolio management needs to be applied
differently, adjusting to the situation. Parameters like risk, priority, and business
value are quite ambiguous, so it follows that portfolio management can neither be
unambiguous. Even though it is possible to create highly sophisticated models, the
quality of data for the inputs might not be good enough to make results accurate
and useful[9][22].
Even though it is hard to create a good theoretical model to manage a portfolio that
is also working in a real-life, the subject should not be ignored. Cooper interviewed
managers and found out that poor portfolio management can lead to several serious
negative consequences[6]. These consequences are including executing low-value
projects, lack of focus and missing strategic criteria.
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2.2 Requirements management
Requirement is defined by Project Management Institute as ”a condition or ca-
pability that is required to be present in a product, service, or result to satisfy a
contract or other formally imposed specification ”[29]. Requirements can be user
scenarios, functions, feature lists, analysis models, or specifications[30]. All devel-
opment activities are composed of different requirements. On a top-level, they can
be defined either as performance requirements, which defines what must be able to
perform or design constraints which describes boundaries that should be followed to
complete performance requirements[31]. Requirements management is a broad sub-
ject, so the focus will be on abstraction models and backlogs as they are a relevant
part of the portfolio management process[32] and suggested to be used by the agile
development literature[26].
2.2.1 Backlogs
A backlog or product backlog is a set of work items and is used to coordinate work
that should be done. Its main function is to communicate the desired order, not to
act as detailed specifications[33].
Generating a backlog is a result of process called a grooming in the agile literature.
This process includes creating new work items into a backlog, reassessing priorities,
removing stories that are not relevant, and assigning estimates[34][33]. Prioritization
is covered in section 2.2.3. There are many different techniques to assign estimates,
like estimating ideal time. Table 2.2 describes a few estimation techniques from a
book written by Ashmore and Runyan[35].
Technique Description
T-Shirt sizing Simple rough categorisation. For example small, medium, and
large.
Ideal time Estimation about time required in ideal conditions.
Hours Simple hour estimation.
Story points An arbitrary measure to understand the size of the effort.
Table 2.2 Different estimation techniques
To create an actual estimate, a team can use methods like planning poker where all
team members do an estimate using selected measure and estimation is made based
on the results[35].
Backlogs are an important concept in agile development frameworks such as Scrum,
which is the most used agile framework[23]. However, backlogs that are focused on
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project or product levels are not enough for addressing the business needs of the
organization. Hodgings and Hohmann implemented business unit level backlogs to
support the integration of business requirements with the development process[19].
Use of strategic backlogs is also highlighted by Stettina and Hörz[2].
2.2.2 Abstraction models for requirements
Requirements have varying scopes and abstractions. An abstraction model is needed
to make different sizes of scopes and work included comparable with each other,
and it helps management to understand better what should be developed. This also
allows prioritization and planning development activities on many different levels.
[32]
There is no universal standard for abstraction models. and they should be tailored
by an organization to fit specific needs. Gorscheks abstraction model included four
levels described in table 2.3[32].
Abstraction Description
Goal (Product
level)
Most abstract level. Comparable to organizational strategies.
Feature All the features that product support.
Function Functional requirements. What the user can do.
Component The lowest level of abstraction. How something should be
solved.
Table 2.3 Gorscheks requirements abstraction model
All the abstractions should have parent-child relationships to link lower-level re-
quirements to higher-level goals. Another abstraction model by Leffingwell uses
abstractions described in the table 2.4[36]. The table is ordered by the abstraction
level so that the highest abstraction is on the top line.
2.2.3 Prioritization
Prioritizing development activities is one of the characteristics of agile development
methods (subsection 2.3.2). It is also a crucial question in the new product devel-
opment[8] and the requirements management literature[29].
AL-Ta’ani and Razali defined a conceptual framework for prioritization in agile
development[37]. They researched different factors that contribute to the process
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Abstraction Description
Investment theme Strategic investment themes for enterprise. Each theme is a
strategic business area where investments can be allocated.
Epic Large-scale development initiatives. Epic realize value of in-
vestment themes. Highest level of abstraction to be used to
coordinate development.
Feature Functional requirements. What the use
Story A description of action that system needs to be able to for
the user.
Task The lowest level of abstraction that describes a necessary ac-
tivity to complete a story
Table 2.4 Leffingwell requirements abstraction model
and categorized them into three parts; environment, process, and product. The
environment includes identifying stakeholders, project constraints, and the nature
of requirements. The process part contains defining different processes, such as
selecting a prioritization technique. The last part, the product, is where all these
processes are applied to generate high-quality requirements.
Several techniques to prioritize requirements in the backlog can be found from the
literature. On such technique is MoSCoW, which is acronym from categories it
uses; must have, should have, could have and won’t have[34]. The idea is to label
requirements with these categories but it does not provide tools to prioritize inside
these different categories.
2.3 Agile development
There is still no generally accepted definition what agility actually includes[38].
However, a major difference to most traditional models such as waterfall, is that
agile development methods are adaptive as traditional methods are predictive[39].
This section introduces the foundations of agile development methods and some key
characteristics.
2.3.1 Agile principles
Even though many development methods such as extreme programming and feature-
driven development that are nowadays considered as a part of agile development[40]
have been developed as early as 1996 and 1997[35], the foundation of agile devel-
opment principles was defined 2001 when seventeen software developers signed and
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published Agile Manifesto[41]. The manifesto is often cited in agile development-
related literature, and the website https://agilemanifesto.org mentions hundreds of
supporters who have signed up to those principles after original seventeen devel-
opers. According to the manifesto, the values for agile software development are
following.
 Individual and interactions over processes and tools
 Working software over comprehensive documentation
 Customer collaboration
 Responding to change over following plan
The manifesto also defines twelve different principles that emphasize collaboration
between stakeholders, short and quick development cycles, self-organizing teams,
and focus to satisfying the customer[41].
2.3.2 Agile development methods
Some general characteristics[10] for agile development are
 Iterative and incremental development process
 Progress measured by completed features
 Requirements are re-assessed and re-prioritized on each iteration
 Involving customer to development
 Cross-functional teams
 Open and flexible design
These days agile development methods are widely adopted among software devel-
opment and achieving good results[40]. It seems that commonly referred to agile
development frameworks such as Large-Scale Scrum (LeSS) and Scaled Agile Frame-
work (SaFe) are all designed for the IT industry[42]. However, some examples of
applying agile development methods can be found from other industries such as
finance[43][44].
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2.4 Portfolio management in an agile environment
As agile principles highlight the importance of interactions and interactions over
processes and portfolio management is much focused on describing strict processes,
they can easily be seen in conflict with each other. This section introduces case
studies and other available research that have been made about combining agile
development methods to the portfolio management process.
2.4.1 Case studies
Rautiainen, von Schantz, and Vähäniitty introduced portfolio management practices
to PAF, who was already using Scrum as a development method[45]. They provided
only initial results, but they were able to reduce the number of ongoing projects dra-
matically from 214 to 30, improve planning practices, and continue to use Scrum.
The biggest challenge they discovered that employees had difficulties in understand-
ing the difference between value-adding work and planning of the project due to
a conceptual mix of agile framework and traditional project management. Their
portfolio management process combined elements from Stage-Gate model described
in subsection 2.1.3, the Open Unified Process, and PMBoK[5].
Karlsrtöm and Runerson did a case study about combining agile development meth-
ods with traditional Stage-gate project management[14]. Their initial setup was dif-
ferent as all three cases involved a company that has been using Stage-Gate models
as a project management process, and companies were trying to adopt agile de-
velopment methods. They found that State-Gate context and agile methods are
compatible with each other. Introducing development methods improved the devel-
opment process in all studied cases though not without problems. The problems
encountered were mostly related to communication, but they concluded that such
problems are common when introducing a new method. The quality of deliverables
increased, and teams were able to focus on their current work track better than
before. However, this study is focused on project management level and does not
address the issue of managing portfolio but still provides encouraging results about
combining methods from agile development and traditional project management.
Stage-Gate was also one of the models that were applied in the study made in PAF.
In both case studies done by Rautiainen et al. and Karlström et al., it was noticed
that the problem of so-called requirements cramming was reduced despite different
baselines for studies. Requirement cramming means that extra features are squeezed
in if requirements change during a project without adjusting originally planned
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schedule. This is interesting since the initial setup, and the goal was different for
these studies but managed to resolve the same problem.
2.4.2 Agile portfolio management frameworks
Frameworks for managing portfolio while applying agile development methods can
be found from Vähäniitty[46], Leffingwell[36], and Krebs[23]. However, there seems
to be no evidence that any of these frameworks are used in practice[2].
Vähäniitty describes an approach that can be used to establish a portfolio manage-
ment framework in four steps[46]:
1. Identify development activity types
2. Set targeted spending levels
3. Identify suitable ways to manage and control different types of development
activities in terms of rhythm and synchronize control points
4. Identify control points to govern the portfolio
He suggests three different three types of control points for portfolio-level manage-
ment. Roadmap revisions should be established to focus on product vision and
other long term planning. Portfolio reviews that set the rhythm for a develop-
ment organization and look at current development activities as a whole and are the
primary method to link operations with business strategy. The third control points
are fire brigades that act like event-triggered portfolio review and are held to make
mid-increment decisions. He also highlights Progressive refinement, which means
that as an abstraction model has been established, all work items can be split from
the highest abstraction level to the lowest level development activities[10]. This
makes it possible to manage development activities on different levels. For example,
using Leffinwell’s model, the portfolio management can focus on epic level activities,
product management on features, and developers can manage task level activities.
This helps to connect high level business goals with the development work.
In his book, Leffingwell suggests using investment themes and epics as a primary
way to model the portfolio management process (see Table 2.4 for a complete
abstraction model)[36]. Epics will have their own portfolio backlog, which is used to
identify important development activities by prioritizing them according to business
strategy. Epics are managed in four different states called funnel, backlog, analysis,
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and implementation. The management of development activities is done on three
levels. Epics are managed periodically by a portfolio management team. Feature
level artifacts in the abstraction models are managed by the product manager and
product level. Stories are managed by a product owner together with a development
team.
2.4.3 Challenges
The new product portfolio management literature is generally plan-driven and as-
sumes that development work can be carefully planned and then executed accord-
ingly as a linear process[10][2]. This leaves little room for changing requirements
or unexpected delays. The agile approach is to embrace the change and adjust
accordingly to achieve the best possible outcomes and emphasizes iterative pro-
cesses. Because of these conflicting approaches, the portfolio management literature
is often not compatible with agile methodologies, since the continuous feedback loop
required might be hard to achieve, especially with project management models using
strict linear phases like the waterfall model, which do not allow efficient iteration
process[47]. On the other hand, agile development literature is often focused on
project level agility and won’t provide solutions for larger-scale portfolio manage-
ment[38]. This problem has been identified, especially in the software industry, and
many studies about scaling agile development can be found[42][26][48].
Stettina and Hörz have done an empirical study about utilizing agile portfolio man-
agement, and they described three main challenges that they observed[2]. The first
was alignment with existing processes like existing project management, software
management, and business practices. The second was commitment, especially from
senior management. The third challenge was resource allocation. The first one is in
line with findings with PAF case study as they had a hard time understanding the
conceptual mix of agile frameworks and traditional project management[45].
Another empirical study by Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, Oivo, and Markkula identi-
fied three issues based on interviews about porfolio management made in companies
applying agile development methods[49]:
1. Difficulties to determine the long-term and short-term value of proposed ini-
tiatives.
2. Multiple offerings in the portfolio, as well as the increasing number of proposed
initiatives, made it difficult to prioritize and balance them against available
capacity.
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3. Balancing the time factor was challenging for the companies, mainly because
the portfolio was constantly exposed to change and evolution.
These findings are also in line with other research reviewed. The first one is a
relevant issue in the general portfolio management process. The second one was
also noted by Stettina et al. Based on the literature reviewed, and the third one
seems to be a challenge especially in agile environments.
2.5 Summary
The literature review was a combination of portfolio management in new product
management, requirements management, and agile development literature. Based
on the literature reviewed, it seems that some of the challenges found are encoun-
tered in the portfolio management process regardless if a company is applying agile
development methods. Some key challenges that need to be resolved are:
1. Decision making process
2. How to select optimal projects to the portfolio
3. How to measure the portfolio performance
4. Estimating priorities, business value, and risk
If an organization is utilizing agile development methods, it is important to inte-
grate portfolio management with development practices. The portfolio management
process should be iterative and dynamic so that it will keep up with the changes
happening on the project level and won’t be in conflict with project management.
This causes some challenges for the management as outputs for the projects are not
as strictly defined as in traditional project management practices. In order to pur-
sue organizational level agility, it is not enough that project management uses agile
development methods; management processes on top of it must adapt as well. This
requires commitment from the management as they need to change their working
habits.
A concrete action towards agility in project management is to establish recurring
portfolio reviews and other meetings to ensure a short feedback loop to synchronize
development activities with current business requirements. Progressive refinement
of requirements seems to be an important process to link abstract business require-
ments with actual development tasks. This requires an abstraction model that
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describes requirements on different hierarchy levels and enables planning processes
at multiple levels. The top-level being strategic decisions made by management and
the lowest concrete development work done by agile teams.
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3. THE DESIGN OF THE NEW
DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK
This chapter introduces a development portfolio management framework designed
for the case organization. The framework is designed based on the literature re-
viewed, and employees interviewed.
The terms used in the portfolio management framework are familiar from agile
related literature and commonly used project management tools like Jira[50]. All
the terms are defined in the context of this new portfolio management framework,
so that they might be defined differently in the literature.
3.1 Guiding principles
There were a few important requirements and principles that the development frame-
work needs to meet.
 Supporting agile development methods
 The framework should be simple, dynamic, and lean
 Used to organize small scale in house business development projects
 Possible to implement without changing organization structure
At the beginning of the project, some issues identified as described in the background
section were lack of communication, prioritization, resourcing, and the heaviness of
the existing official project management model. For these reasons the agile principles
emphasized were
 Collaboration to improve communication by working together
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 Short development cycles to help dynamically manage resources and pri-
oritize development efforts
 Self improving by default so process can be developed further incrementally
The principle to keep model simple was set because the scope was to manage small
scale in house projects, and the hypothesis was it would be less painful to implement
while still achieving a targeted amount of business value.
3.2 Planning process
The first phase of designing a portfolio management framework was to gather infor-
mation to gain an understanding of the current situation. Sources of information
included employee interviews and existing internal documentation about previously
used project management methods. Ongoing development activities were docu-
mented to identify activity types inside a portfolio.
Once an understanding of the baseline was established, the project team began the
design process using literature and expert opinions. The most important reference
models were Stage-Gate project management mode and agile portfolio management
frameworks described in subsection 2.4.2.
The project team was constantly trying and applying new ways of working, such
as using kanban, scrum like sprints and periods, to see how different approaches
would work. There was also an ongoing in-house software development project that
was used as a test group to test how events like retro and a demo worked and were
perceived.
The third phase was to present new ideas to different audiences and gather feedback.
After feedback was received, the ideas were re-evaluated and modified accordingly
if needed.
3.3 General description
As the investment organization includes a relatively small number of employees,
it was estimated that a quite simple portfolio management framework should be
enough to achieve the goals set by management. Also, the organization had only a
limited amount of experience in project management practices, so implementing a
complex framework was estimated to be challenging. Assumption was that relatively
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quick deployment, and training phase should be the best way to achieve the best
business value.
For the reasons above, it was decided that a simple structure containing only one
development portfolio containing all current development epics should be sufficient
enough. The research review also suggested that the benefits of using programs as
a way to organize development projects inside the development portfolio often do
not realize the targeted benefits[12].
A subset from the abstraction model defined by Leffingwell is used to abstract devel-
opment activities and allows progressive refinement. Development planning is done
on many levels corresponding to abstraction, and main management responsibilities
are also divided based on those levels. Stage-Gate model was also adopted to control
the process from development idea to production as it was applied in many cases
in the literature. Development activity abstractions are managed in five different
stages, which are used to control the workflow of work items from idea to production.
Stages are described in section 3.5.
The model has three different levels that correspond to selected abstractions. Those
are
1. Portfolio level to manage epics
2. Product management level to manage features
3. Team level to manage development work in practice
Each level has its own planning and managing responsibilities, which are defined by
roles in section 3.4. It was chosen not to use a separate PMO, but instead, PMO
responsibilities are handled by the portfolio management. Mandatory recurring
meetings, such as weekly portfolio reviews, were defined to ensure short feedback
cycles and iterative management process. This was suggested by the framework
described by Vähäniitty[10]. All defined recurring meetings are described in section
3.7.
3.4 Roles
This section describes what roles are included in the portfolio management frame-
work and what are their main responsibilities.
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3.4.1 Portfolio management
A group formed by management that is responsible for prioritizing epics and man-
aging the amount of work currently in progress on portfolio level. Portfolio manage-
ment has control over states of different epics, and each time an epic is transferred
to the next phase, it requires active decisions made by the portfolio management.
They also have the responsibility to allocate development resources to reflect com-
pany strategy set by top management and to produce the maximum amount of busi-
ness value. Compared to the traditional stage-gate project management model[16],
portfolio management can be seen as a gatekeeper for control points in the portfolio
management process.
3.4.2 Product management
Each epic is assigned an owner at least before it can be transferred into in-progress
state for implementation. Epic owners are responsible for the product management
level of the framework. In the context of the case organization, the term product
management is confusing as internal development initiatives do not focus on creat-
ing a new product. Content management might be a better term to describe this
management level, but as product management is generally used in literature this
term was chosen.
By default, an owner has a business ownership and a responsibility to organize de-
velopment activities and resources needed to complete the assigned epic. Responsi-
bilities also include that work that has been done actually satisfies the requirement
and make sure that all activities are contributing towards completing the parent
epic.
The role is crucial, so the management needs to make sure that the selected person
has been allocated enough time to fulfill his duties. The decision to delegate business
and project management responsibility to a single person was made because most
of the epics are such a small scale that the work required to manage is limited. If an
epic is a more large scale these responsibilities can be divided inside the epic team.
3.4.3 Development teams
Group of individual employees identified and needed for their expertise to complete
an epic. Teams are not fixed but instead are identified case by case. An epic can not
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be transferred to the in-progress state before the development team for it has been
identified. The epic owner assigned by portfolio management is responsible for iden-
tifying required team members based on needed expertise and available resources.
A person could be part of many different development teams simultaneously, but it
is not recommended to participate in more than two epics at the same time. Teams
should be formed in such a way that it includes expertise from all different functions
in investment process. In other words, the aim was to form cross-functional teams,
which is also emphasized in the literature related to agile development methods.
Cross-functionality was seen as a way to increase communication between different
functions and also as a way to increase organizational learning.
3.5 Work item stages and workflow
Each work item has a state which corresponds to a stage that it is currently at.
The state of the item is managed using a kanban board. The portfolio management
framework introduces five different states work item can have. Stages are described
in general on table 3.1. It was decided to use stages that would be self-explanatory
as possible to employees. It was assumed this would make it easier to introduce
those. For example, it was chosen to use stage an idea instead of a funnel that is
used in SaFe-framework.
State Description
Idea
Idea state is the initial state for most issues though it is usually
most relevant for epics. Anyone can submit idea to Jira and is
free to argue for it on epic owner weekly meeting where all
new epic ideas will be dealt with. Only submitting issue to Jira
is required for this state.
Analysis
Portfolio management approves idea for further analysis if they
estimate it could achieve business value. In this stage idea is
refined with more detail and details required to start the is
gathered. Documentation will be made to confluence.
Documentation is only required for epics.
Backlog All the issues ready to be worked on.
In progress All the issues that are currently being worked on.
Done Issues which have been completed.
Rejected Work items that has been rejected for some reason.
Table 3.1 Different issue states
Figure 3.1 describes the generic workflow for work items. In practice, workflow
depends on the work item type. Following section explains in detail how the workflow
is applied for different work item types.
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Figure 3.1 Generic issue workflow
Epic kanban board acts like a light version of a stage-gate model where portfolio
management is controlling the gates. Before an epic can be moved from one state
to another, there must be an active decision made by the portfolio management.
In practice, this happens in a development portfolio management weekly meetings
described in section 3.7.
3.6 Abstraction model for work items
Abstraction model describes what work item types are used and how they relate
to each other. A model defined by Leffingwell[36] was chosen as a baseline with
a few modifications. It provides multiple levels of abstractions and uses the same
terminology that is also used in many software tools like Jira, agile literature, and
agile development frameworks. The hypothesis is that by using commonly used
terms onboarding, new employees to the portfolio management model will be easier
if they have previous experience with agile development frameworks. However, it
was chosen to use only a subset of abstractions, for now, to avoid confusion since
abstraction levels were not familiar to most of the current employees. Task and
investment themes were dropped for now though the latter one was considered to
be implemented. It is possible to implement investment theme and task as the
organization matures and if there will be a need to scale abstraction levels up.
These all abstractions are forming the portfolio, but on the portfolio management
level, the main focus is on the highest level of abstraction, which are epics.
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3.6.1 Epic
An epic is the largest unit of work used in the model and the highest abstraction used
in development work. The most major difference to traditional projects defined by
Project management institute is that projects have a definite beginning and end[5],
but by default, epics will continue until portfolio management approves that it is
done. The assumption is that requirements can and will change during execution, so
there is no point in setting strict deadlines as the scope and amount of work required
to complete the epic might also change. This allows iterative workflow compatible
with agile development methods.
Even though an epic has no fixed schedule by default, there might be strict deadlines
if needed, for example, because of a need to meet requirements set by regulation on
time. Epic usually takes at least one period (see section 3.8) to complete, and the
maximum is not defined.
After the idea for epic has been recognized, the first thing to do is to define the
content by creating a epic template. It is a fixed field form that requires answers
to the following questions:
 Description of current situation regarding development target
 What development work is proposed to be done
 How does it bring business value
 Success criteria that should be met before epic can be considered done
 What expertise is required to execute it
Once the epic template has been made, the epic is ready to be submitted to the epic
kanban board to the idea state. These steps can be done by any employee. The
person who invented the idea will be asked to present it in the next weekly portfolio
management meeting. After the presentation, the portfolio management group will
make a decision if epic should be transferred to the next state, which is an analysis
following the work item workflow described in 3.5. Idea can also be abandoned at
this point or left to idea state to be decided later.
On analysis, the state epic is evaluated more in detail. This includes further analysis
of business value, resource requirements, and if capabilities to complete the epic are
available. Often the scope and the content of the epic template are redefined during
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the process. After an analysis has been completed, epic is reintroduced to portfolio
management. They will make a decision if epic should be moved to the backlog,
epic should be rejected, or if it still needs further analysis.
Once an epic reaches backlog state, it is prioritized by the portfolio management.
Priority will be evaluated weekly and can be changed. Portfolio management will
eventually transfer the epic into the in-progress state, depending on priority and
available resources. Before an epic can be moved to in progress, it should have
assigned an epic owner and identified the development team.
Once in progress, actual development work will begin. The epic will be followed
up regularly by portfolio management until it is completed and will be moved to a
stage done. Usually, the results have to be demonstrated to the portfolio manage-
ment before the decision can be made. Before transferring to the stage done, the
management must make sure that there are no unfinished features related to it.
3.6.2 Feature
A feature is a unit of work split from an epic. A feature should always be a logical
high-level requirement that advances the epic it belongs to towards completion in
some way. It should take no more than one period (three months) to complete
by estimation. It is recommended to specify success criteria and achieved benefits
before starting to work on it.
The feature can follow the same generic workflow as epic, but decisions to move
features to different states are made by the epic owner and the development team
instead of the portfolio management. It is also allowed to simplify workflow by only
using stages backlog in progress and done if seen fit.
In a backlog, features should be prioritized and moved into in-progress stage by
pulling the next feature, which has the highest priority from the prioritized backlog
queue when resources are available. Before transferring features to the done stage,
it should be reviewed by the development team and the responsible epic owner. If
a feature has stories attached to it, all of those should be done and reviewed before
a feature could be considered as done.
3.6.3 Story
Story is the smallest unit of work divided and a part of a feature. It should be
a small concrete step towards completing the feature it belongs to. The amount
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of work should be possible to complete by one person during a time period of two
weeks.
Managing stories is left to be decided by the development team and the assigned
epic owner. Teams are free to use other tools than Jira like physical boards as the
management won’t generally track development on this level of accuracy. If a team
is using Jira, it should use the same stages or subset of those used in the generic
model. If they choose to use other tools, they are free to use any stage convention,
and they see fit.
3.6.4 Relations between work items
The figure 3.2 illustrates how epics are composed of features, and features are
composed of stories. It also shows how the primary responsibilities for different
parts of the framework are organized.
Figure 3.2 Relations between work item abstractions and roles
The epic owner has overall responsibility for the progression of the epic. This means
that he or she has at least the business responsibility by default but also the re-
sponsibility to organize work and push the epic forward. It is still possible to assign
a separate project manager to help coordinate working, especially if epic is quite
large in the amount of work and requires a large development team. In this case
epic owner only has the business owner’s responsibilities.
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Every epic owner for an epic that is currently in progress form the second level,
which is referred to as the product management in the diagram. The main work
item type of epic owner is working with is a feature. Features are planned together
with the development team, and the epic owner has the responsibility to follow up
on how they are progressing.
The last level is the so-called team level. A team member is mostly working with
different stories, which are work items that are part of a feature. The story is the
smallest work item used in the model, and one story should require only a limited
amount of work that can be assigned to a single team member. A story should take
no more than two weeks to complete.
3.7 Recurring meetings
Recurring meetings are a crucial part of planning development work in all levels,
communication, and enabling iterative workflow. All fixed recurring meetings are
presented in the table 3.2.
Event Participants Frequency
Period planning All employees involved
with current development
work
Once in three months
Period demo All employees involved
with current development
work
Once in three months
Period retro All employees involved
with current development
work
Once in three months
Portfolio management
weekly The portfolio managementgroup
Weekly
Epic owner status All active epic owners Bi-weekly
Table 3.2 Recurring meetings
3.7.1 General meetings
The most important meeting for the development framework is a period planning
event, where work is identified and planned for the next period. A period is defined
as a timeframe of three months. Period retro and demo events are also facilitated
just before planning. These are mandatory for all teams and other employees work-
ing somehow related to current development activities. The idea of retro events is to
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gather feedback, noticed issues, and think of actions on how to improve our devel-
opment processes further. Systematical collection of feedback enables the iterative
development of the portfolio management process itself.
3.7.2 Portfolio management meetings
The portfolio management group has status meetings weekly. The agenda is to go
through the statuses of epics, re-prioritize if needed and make decisions about the
future roadmap for epics in the backlog. New ideas emerged are also presented in
this meeting to be decided on how to continue with them.
3.7.3 Product management meetings
Epic owners have regular status update meetings with each other in bi-weekly epic
owner status meetings, and also, the portfolio management group can participate.
The agenda is to share information about current progress, discuss resourcing, and
if any issues have occurred. The meeting is producing information to the portfolio
management so that they can adjust resourcing according to current priorities if
needed and make other decisions about ongoing development activities.
3.7.4 Team level meetings
Because teams in our model can be quite different from each other, strict guidelines
were not introduced for teamwork. The framework recommends that teams will
at least have regular status meetings and kickoffs if epic is starting, but otherwise,
teams can use scrum or other practices as they see fit.
3.8 Planning development
There are two primary ways to plan development on the portfolio level. The pri-
mary planning event is period planning, where a large group of Elo’s professionals
gathers together to workshop around different epics that have been previously rec-
ognized. Planning generates information for the portfolio management group, which
makes final decisions about the development work in a weekly development portfolio
management meeting.
The portfolio management meeting is held once a week, and current epics are contin-
uously evaluated. So a decision to start, kill, or put on hold can be made weekly basis
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by the management. Employees are encouraged to present new development ideas,
and they are presented to the portfolio management in the next weekly meeting.
Using progressive definement as described by Vähäniitty’s framework (see subsec-
tion 2.4.2), an epic is split to features and eventually to stories. This and managing
schedules for an individual epic is managed by the epic owner with the team as-
signed to work on it. By default, there are no fixed schedules set by the portfolio
management, but these can be set if required and set at least an approximate dead-
line is encouraged. In case there is no fixed schedule, the responsibility to manage
an epic timeline is on the epic owner. If the portfolio manager wants to hurry up
the progress for a single epic, it should do it by prioritizing the epic higher and by
allocating more resources to work on it. The fundamental assumption behind this
idea is that employees are working fast as they can by default, so actively allocat-
ing more resources is the best way to accelerate progress instead of applying more
pressure to the current development team.
Even though usually there are no fixed schedules, rough estimates are made during
the planning events on feature level and if otherwise required by the management.
The year is divided into four periods, and an epic manager with his team tries to
schedule all single features in those periods. Sometimes features overlap between
periods, but the time period required to complete it with available should be less
than three months. If a feature includes such a large amount of work that it can not
be completed within that timeframe, it should be divided into two or more smaller
features.
On a team level, work included in the features is planned on the story level. Devel-
opment teams can use a scrum-like sprint model or other agile development methods
if they choose to do so. This is recommended but not required as teams can decide
by themselves how they want to manage tasks inside features.
3.8.1 Prioritization
Prioritization in the portfolio is done by the portfolio management group. All epics
are prioritized relative to each together based on a mutual discussion. Using a formal
framework to prioritize epics systematically was considered, but it was decided not to
use one for now. As an input portfolio, management uses opinions from employees,
which they are free to present during the portfolio management weekly meeting. A
period planning event is also an important event where information for prioritization
can be gathered. Priority for epics is set using a rough scale described in the following
table 3.3.
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Priority Description
Critical
Serious impacts to business if not completed. For example failure to be
compliant to changing regulation in time. Often has strict deadlines and
considered mandatory for continuing business.
Major
Potential to produce significant business value or major improvement to
operational efficiency. For example automating some part of process
to improve quality or to release time from employees.
Minor
Only minor business or operational value. Usually no deadline or could
be delayed further without major impact to business. For example
implementing new analysis tool.
Table 3.3
3.8.2 Resourcing
As most of the employees have some daily work not related to actual development,
the first question is how much resources are allocated to development work and how
much for daily work. The framework does not address this issue, and this is left to
be decided by employees themselves with their supervisors.
In the scope of the portfolio management framework, employees have a big responsi-
bility to allocate their time, so that it produces the best value for the organization.
Portfolio management can change priorities for epics, and this should obviously
reflect resourcing. The big picture of resource allocation inside the development
framework is created during period planning events, but the situation can change
during periods. Estimates also have a fair amount of inaccuracy, so the big picture
is mostly directional. Realization is compared to estimates in period retro events,
so presumably, the accuracy of the estimates will improve incrementally.
3.9 Tools and systems used
All documentation related to development work, including epic templates, are stored
in Atlassian Confluence[51]. Work items and their statuses are maintained in At-
lassian Jira [50]. Some planning is done using physical walls and post-its. In the
beginning, physical walls were much used, but as the number of issues grew larger,
maintaining walls became too cumbersome. Reporting was done using Jira, and
some custom Tableau[52] reports.
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4. DEPLOYMENT
This study followed the adoption and deployment process in the case organization
for four months. Some results and qualitative evaluation is described in this chapter.
4.1 Deployment plan
Deployment followed loosely steps suggested by Vähäniitty[10]. Steps were designed
for setting up portfolio management for small software organizations, but they were
seen as general enough to be used in the current context as well. Quoted steps are
the following:
1. naming a group of people to be responsible for portfolio-level decision-making
2. building a publicly visible list of all ongoing activities that require time from
development,including the information on who are assigned to which activity
3. synchronizing the portfolio
4. meeting regularly at portfolio sync-points (for example, on a bi-weekly basis) to
keep the list of ongoing activities up-to-date, perform short-term prioritization
(force-ranking the ongoing activities) and setting the default resource allocation
until the next meeting
5. agreeing on how decisions affecting more than one ongoing activity are made
in urgent, ‘emergency’ type situations
6. Identifying the different types of development activities
7. setting target spending levels per development activity type that reflect the or-
ganization’s strategy, and possibly tracking the actual spending
8. curbing excessive multi-tasking by explicitly setting limits to the number of
concurrent activities a person can be involved in
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9. tracking the developers’ (or development teams’) workload
10. ensuring that incentive systems do not steer people towards local optimization
It was decided not to put development activities into different categories as in step
six to keep the framework as simple as possible, and as budget and spending was
out of the scope the step seven was not included. Setting a specific limit for current
activities for a single person, as stated in step eight, was also ignored because the
nature and the scope of development activities vary so much that it was seen as a
not meaningful way to track workload.
While the development project for creating a new portfolio management framework
was still in design phase, the project team hosted multiple roadshow presentations
to different parts of the investment organization. The focus was to introduce general
concepts like information model and roles used in the model.
Initially, it was considered that two different pilot groups would be launched, and
the framework would be adjusted based on the feedback. This plan was abandoned
because it was estimated that most of the business value would be achieved by gain-
ing control of the overall development portfolio because it enables the management
to focus efforts to meet the company’s strategic goals.
The plan that was utilized was to kick-off the new framework at the beginning of
the next year and train new practices by coaching employees as epic teams started
working. Basic concepts were repeatedly presented on different occasions to put new
ways of working into practice. Hypothesis was that we could familiarize organization
with basic concepts at first by emphasizing just things like defining epics the right
way and splitting work into features we could introduce more difficult concepts after
the organization had learned to manage with simple ones.
It was noted that software systems Jira and Confluence were also new to most of
the employees who could cause an additional level of difficulty in adopting a new
process. After evaluating tools, it was decided that Jira and confluence should be
configured in such a way that it would be easy as possible to start using those. Some
written documentation was also produced to support usage.
4.2 Introducing the framework to the organization
This section describes how the framework was introduced to the organization. This
includes preparations before the actual launch and how the first recurring meetings
were established.
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4.2.1 Preparations before introduction
Before the new portfolio management model could be implemented in practice, some
preparations were needed. The first thing was to actually map ongoing and currently
planned development projects so they could be organized using the model. This is
required by steps two and three in the implementation plan. Information was gath-
ered by interviewing management, trading desks, and other employees. After initial
results, a workshop event was organized to define the content of those development
epics more precisely. Documenting epic templates, which was defined as a first step
to start the epic workflow, was done during the workshop. As a result, we managed
to get 14 different epic templates filled with information defining the content.
The initial plan was to prioritize some subset of epics from those which had been
created during the first workshop and introduce them at the first-period planning
event. Eventually, we had to change our plans because the management saw that
there were still some important tasks unidentified and not formed as epics, so they
work towards identifying all relevant epics continued. Eventually, we gathered the
most relevant epics, and the management prioritized the 12 most important ones to
be introduced in the first-period planning event.
Identified epic owners had a role in the first planning event, so they had to be
prepared before the event. This ended up being one of the biggest challenges as the
decision about selected epics was made only one week before actual planning, which
left very little time to arrange all preparation meetings. Time of the year was also
challenging, as many employees were still on a Christmas holiday in the beginning
of January.
4.2.2 Introducing the framework
The first period planning event was held 8th of January 2019, and it was also an
official launch for the new development portfolio management process. 12 different
epic were preselected for the event, and they were planned on four different work-
ing areas. Workgroups created features from the epics and planned for tentative
resourcing. The teams were self-organizing as epic owners and employees recognized
by themselves which epics might require their expertise.
After all the epics where planned, those were presented on a large board presenting
timeline. Based on the board, a public discussion was held to evaluate how much
of the work identified should actually be started simultaneously and which epics
should be left to the backlog. It was noted during the planning that the amount of
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work planned for the first period seemed unrealistically high. The management was
able to use this information to help in making final decisions regarding priorities
and order of implementation. Portfolio management made decisions the next day,
and four of the twelve epics were put to backlog on portfolio management weekly
meeting.
Overall the first planning event was a great success and received excellent feedback,
which was gathered at the end of the day. The gathering method was simply to
require everyone to write their short feedback on a post-it note, which was put
on a wall for everyone to see. Based on the feedback, it was found that the most
important part of the event was sharing information between different working units.
4.2.3 Kick-offs for first epics
After the first planning, every assigned epic owner that had an epic in progress
held a kick-off event for the team identified during the planning. The agenda of
the meeting was to go through the results from the planning event and agree on
how the team should continue working on this epic. This included agreement of
regular meeting schedules and division of labor. Most of the teams got started off
quickly and started actual work as soon as possible. In some cases, the kick-off event
was delayed for a few weeks because epic was not specific enough to start working
right away, so it was decided to do some preliminary analysis work before the actual
kick-off. Eventually, all teams started working successfully.
4.2.4 Establishing recurring meetings
After the framework had been introduces, recurring meetings described in were
arranged regularly 3.2. Feedback about the framework was gathered during the
portfolio management weekly meeting and bi-weekly epic owner status meetings.
The second so-called period planning event was held in April three months after the
first one. Preconditions for the second planning were different as during the first
planning, and every epic was treated as a new one even though in many cases, some
amount of work was already done. The planning day had three separate phases.
1. Demo - what had been achieved previously
2. Retro - collecting feedback and actions to improve working
3. Planning - actual planning of development work for next period
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This is the structure that is established for the next planning events as well.
On the demo phase, epic owners from each epic that was in progress during the last
period introduce their results. Presentations are short, and it is instructed not to
put too much effort into those. A demo is not a formal reporting event and should
focus on the actual results.
The retro phase is a simple feedback gathering event. The basic pattern is to hand
out a few sticky notes where participants write feedback on two simple categories.
What has gone well and what things could be improved. The focus is to gather
information about the portfolio management process itself to understand how the
new framework is affecting development work. After having been written, those are
gathered and put on a wall for everyone to see. All similar feedback is grouped
together. Based on those groups, there is a common feedback discussion. Some
most common feedback received during the second period planning was:
 Need to communicate better about decisions made by portfolio management
 Employees were not yet comfortable with new software tools used
 Need more focus towards planning future development roadmap
 Visibility to ongoing development had increased
The planning part follows the same structure as in the first period planning. It is
recommended that epic owners establish similar events for the development teams
for individual epics to integrate the project management process with the portfolio
management process.
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5. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The goal of this study was to find out from the literature how to implement project
portfolio management processes in a way that supports agile development methods
and find out if agile principles can be applied to the process as well. Based on
the findings, a complete portfolio management framework was designed and imple-
mented in the Elo Mutual Pension Insurance Company’s investment organization.
This chapter describes conclusions regarding original research questions, evaluates
if the framework was able to resolve identified issues.
5.1 Research questions
This section reviews original research questions and answers based on the literature
review.
RQ1: What adjustments to portfolio management should be made to make it com-
patible with agile development methods?
Based on the literature reviewed, the most significant adjustment needed is to sup-
port iterative and incremental processes used in agile development. Portfolio man-
agement can not rely on preplanned strict linear processes. This makes it harder
for the management to plan schedules, so commitment from the management is
essential if organizations are going to apply agile development methods.
RQ2: What agile principles could be applied in the context of Elo Mutual Pension
Insurance Company’s investment organization to increase agility in the portfolio
management process?
As requirements and schedules are changing, the portfolio management process
should establish periodic portfolio management reviews to keep up with the chang-
ing requirements and adjust resource allocations as priorities change. The process
allows iterative and incremental development, which is one of the fundamental values
in agile development.
Defined recurring meetings and progressive refinement increased collaboration and
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shortened feedback loops. These are also values highlighted by the agile literature.
RQ3: What are the first actions that should be taken in an effort to introduce agile
portfolio management? Identifying all development activities is a crucial first step,
which helps to design proper abstractions to model development activities. The
company must identify management processes to these activities and set up control
points. The management process should be periodic with short cycles to ensure that
it is compatible with the iterative nature of agile development methods. Integrating
all development related processes together is crucial to achieve the benefits of agility.
5.2 Qualitative evaluation of the new portfolio management
model
According to general feedback from management and employees, the portfolio man-
agement framework was overall considered as a beneficial improvement to the orga-
nization. Feedback was gathered during planning events and also in retro meetings
with development teams and management. As all these results are based on feedback
and observations within relatively short period of time, they should be considered
as preliminary.
5.2.1 Achieved improvements
On a portfolio management level, the framework was able to increase understanding
of current development activities and to control these activities better than before.
Even though some challenges remained, the framework helps to identify these and
design further actions to improve the process.
The framework increased visibility to ongoing development activities across the or-
ganization. This enables more efficient collaboration with employees and identifying
needed resources for different development projects as employees are aware of what
is going on. Even though prioritization remained an issue, at least employees have a
better understanding of what is currently ongoing and where resources are allocated.
Establishing the abstraction model for development activities enables progressive re-
finement, which enforces the link between business strategy and development work.
The framework is compatible with agile development methods as the portfolio man-
agement is iterative and ready to respond to changing requirements inside individual
development activities.
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5.2.2 Steps towards agility
The framework introduced several recurring meeting practices to be more responsive
to changing environments and requirements. This enables iterative development
and quick response to changing situations, which is part of the agile mentality. The
portfolio management process itself is designed to be self-evolving as feedback is
regularly gathered, and adjustments to the process are made.
The planning process of the portfolio is focused on identifying and prioritizing the
most important development activities currently and adjusting resourcing accord-
ingly. Based on the literature review, this approach is more compatible with agile
development methods than focusing on linear processes and preplanning. However,
at this point, it is too early to draw a conclusion if the framework is compatible in
practice as well.
The portfolio management process is tightly linked with project management pro-
cesses[27], so it is a fair question to ask if the portfolio management process can
be considered agile even though some of the projects inside the portfolio do not
apply agile project management methods. In some cases, it was observed the
agility achieved in the portfolio management process could cause issues in indi-
vidual projects if they are not adjusting well to the changing environment. If the
portfolio management decides to re-allocate resources during a project relying on
strict preplanning, the project manager (or the epic owner) might have problems
with adjusting, especially when a project loses resources. So it is a question of debate
if the designed framework can be considered agile, but observations highlight the
importance of integrating process management processes with portfolio management
to be able to achieve organization level agility.
5.2.3 Challenges
Some teams began to achieve results quite soon after the first planning event and
worked intensively on their epics, but on some teams, epic owners were struggling
to commit their teams. Many members of teams could only allocate a small portion
of their time to development work, which was probably the main reason for lack of
commitment.
Monitoring performance is hard as there are no standard metrics used to follow
up team velocity. Though this was a conscious decision to minimize unnecessary
reporting so this is an almost unavoidable trade-off. As everything was new to
teams, not everyone split their work items to story level abstractions, but as the
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organization learns the idea of progressive refinement, it can be assumed this will
improve over time. When the habit of making stories evolve, measuring progress on
story level might improve performance measurement in the future.
The portfolio management process should be able to allocate development work such
a way that the portfolio produces maximum business value using scarce resources.
An important part of this is prioritizing development activities. The framework does
not provide enough tools to do this as well as possible at the moment. One factor
is that as the nature of epics has large variability, they are often hard to prioritize
relative to each other.
The framework was designed to be as light as possible, so we did not use dedi-
cated project managers. But in practice, many of the traditional project manager
responsibilities landed on epic owners, and as many of them had only little project
management experience, and limited time, it became a heavy responsibility to or-
ganize teams. Though this was not considered as a major problem. It is possible
to name dedicated project managers in a future for larger epics, and the actual epic
owner could focus on product owner responsibilities.
During the implementation and training, it was decided to teach "on the fly" as
development work progressed without formal hands-on training sessions. At the
start, development teams were supported by coaches who were part of the team
responsible for creating the new portfolio management model. In retrospective, this
approach was not sufficient as putting to practice was not as easy as it was expected.
Implementation included introducing software tools such as Jira that were new to
many employees, and based on the collected feedback, they did not receive enough
support for using these.
5.3 Conclusions
Based on the initial results, the case organization was able to benefit from a new
framework designed to manage the development portfolio. Traditional portfolio
management literature, project management, and agile portfolio management lit-
erature were applied to design the framework. It seems that many of the initially
identified issues were resolved.
However, it is hard to distinguish what improvements were achieved because of
applying agile portfolio management practices. It can be assumed that many of the
issues could have been resolved using traditional portfolio management introduced
by the new product development literature.
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Assumed compatibility with agile development methods was achieved by making
design decisions based on the literature reviewed regarding the topic. So currently,
there is no empirical evidence about the compatibility in practice.
5.4 Further ideas for the portfolio management framework
A number of different ideas were left on a table because it was decided we should
start with simple as possible initial framework which can be expanded as employees
learn new ways of working.
One of the downsides for the portfolio management framework is that it does not
track resource utilization accurately. So, later on, it should be considered if employ-
ees would start to log time on different Jira tasks, which would increase visibility to
current workloads and make it possible to track issues more detailed level. A major
downside for reporting time to Jira is that it can feel like unnecessary bureaucracy,
and many of the employees responded negatively to the idea.
During the initial planning of the framework, there were considerations if we should
add an additional abstraction level to epics called investment theme as used in
Leffingwell’s abstraction model. The idea resembles a program from traditional
portfolio management, but it was abandoned as unnecessary. However, it might be
beneficial to implement it in the future to help management to track down resources
used in different areas of business development. An example of a theme could be
operational efficiency in trading or analysis of asset allocation. This could help top
management to put emphasis on specific strategic goals instead of focusing on tightly
scoped development epics. Abstraction level could also be expanded on a low end
to include task work item type if there is a need to organize development activities
with more detail.
It should be considered that epics are categorized into different development activity
types. This would help to prioritize them as different types could be prioritized
relative to each other instead of comparing all epics inside portfolio relative to each
other. Also, a systematic way to evaluate priority might help to make this process
more straight forward.
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6. SUMMARY
This thesis researched the current literature about portfolio management in new
product development literature, agile portfolio management, and some parts of
requirement management. A new portfolio management framework was designed
based on the research reviewed for the case company. The goal was to design a
framework that supports the use of agile development methods and applies what
can be learned from the agile literature. The context of the case company was in-
ternal development projects, including varying types of development activities, such
as software development and business development work.
The designed framework was deployed, and it was followed up for four months to
get some initial results about the usage. Results were evaluated using qualitative
methods such as gathering feedback from employees.
The framework was able to improve the portfolio management process, which is
great for the original project. However, empirical evidence about using the designed
portfolio management framework with agile development methods in practice does
not exist at the moment, so it can not be evaluated. The portfolio management
process has some similar characteristics as agile development methods, such as iter-
ative and ability to react to changing requirements, but it is a question of debate if
the process can be considered agile as a whole.
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